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exploring ways to understand learning
and improve teaching
peiyakeiya gu
suzhou university china

As a teacher of english as a second and foreign language I1 have been involved in a

longtermlong term process of exploring how the language is taught and learned I1 am particularly

interested in finding out how my students experience their learning and how they perceive

my teaching I1 believe this effort of exploration brings me some first order knowledge a

teacher should have it helps me build convincing connections between what I1 want my

students to do and their own experiences that means I1 can achieve understanding from

them as to why they should take what I1 say seriously it may also bring to light problems

they are facing and mistakes I1 am making which otherwise I1 might miss all this should

help me to make better decisions about how and what to teach in this article I1 will

describe a classroom inquiry project I1 conducted when I1 was teaching two ESL classes at

the adult learning center lehman college of the city university in new york

context purpose and method

both ESL 3 and ESL 34 were the most advanced levels of the adult learning
centers ESL classes meeting 12 and 6 hours a week respectively students in these two

classes generally had some basic or surviving english competence in carrying out their

daily communicative tasks some were even working in an english environment

particularly the evening students although most students came from spanish speaking

countries I1 did have chinese vietnamese cambodian bangladesh russian and

albanian students

As their teacher my primary goal was to provide a supportive environment that would

promote the most learning but how would I1 achieve this goal or simply what kind of
decisions should I1 make about how and what to teach it was this eagerness to improve

my teaching that motivated me to conduct a study on my students learning experience

after a careful review of the related literature eg auerbach 1992 brookfield 1994

nunan 1987 1988 1990 wenden 1987 and discussions with my colleagues I1 decided

to build into my curriculum a regular effort to discover how my students were thinking

and to collect data from both learning and reflective activities such as interviews student

journals and responses to a learning experience questionnaire appendix A which is a

revision of brookfieldsBrookfields critical incident questionnaire 1994
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process of exploration while teaching

I1 designed a step by step investigation through a consistent curriculum containing

various kinds of learning activities at the beginning of the semester I1 did a mind map

activity with my students to elicit their learning interests and negotiate with them the

general curriculum during the semester I1 now and then reminded them of their original

ideas on the mind maps and our general plan also I1 conducted several reflective
activities to capture my students experiences over time from which most of my data were

collected finally at the end of the semester I1 brought back to the classrooms the same

mind maps and asked the students to check on what we had done so far and how much we

had learned during the semester following that reflection and summary we discussed our
plan for the next cycle

considering my students interests and needs expressed on those mind maps I1

organized and conducted five mamajoror projects that overlapped throughout the semester for
the first one the magazine project my students worked individually and collaboratively

to produce a written summary about one of the articles they felt most interesting from

people magazine for various reasons some students finished the project earlier than

others for those students I1 introduced the second project the learner biography project
turning their attention from people in the magazines to their own classmates after
drawing a picture of their chosen classmate they interviewed one another and then wrote
a short biography of their classmate after everyone had finished their projects which had
been read and edited in groups I1 helped them put up a class wallpaper in the corridor of
the learning center to demonstrate their work to celebrate their achievement I1 took a
class photo in front of the wallpaper then I1 held a reflection period from which I1

collected students responses to the questionnaire findings are discussed in the next
section

after that I1 responded to my students request to learn some study skills by launching
the third project the learning strategies project I1 asked students to form groups and to
fill out the strategy inventory for language learning oxford 1989 and then to discuss
the strategies they used in the next few weeks students were asked to pick a new strategy
each week to practice at home and whole class discussions were held regularly on ways to
improve learning meanwhile I1 distributed small readers and started the book report
project organizing and collecting weekly oral and written reports the folder study
project adapted from auerbachsAuerbachs ongoingon going assessment tools 1992 was conducted at
the middle and at the end of the semester to help students to reflect on their own learning
from the written work done during those five learning activities again students voices
were heard and responded to and new decisions about how and what to teach were then
made
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whenever I1 started a new project or activity I1 spent much time discussing with my

students the meaning and purpose of what we were going to do and invited their input on

how to get the most learning out of it I1 always tried to make sure that they understood

how important it is for them to take full responsibility for their learning and to cooperate

with the class to achieve the best result As those projects were always open ended

students were allowed to work at their own speed and to help each other to catch up with

or finish the work one strong sense I1 tried to build among my students was that it was

never too late to learnleam almost every student was involved in at least two projects at any

give time in addition to other smaller learning activities such as language lab listening

computer writing for publication regular grammar review mini lessons trips to the

library the art gallery the new gym and even the international dance show that was on

campus that semester

I1 spent much time on examexaminingming and analyzing all the data collected from those

projects and activities I1 listened to and transcribed tapes of class and individual

interviews I1 studied several students written reflections on different activities over time

to see if there was any change in their learning attitude and why I1 also paid attention to

giving timely feedback to my students after those reflective activities whether it was a

students journal or a class reflection period I1 usually first read or listened very carefully

then either wrote or reported back to students a summary of the main issues that emerged

from their voices I1 would explain how I1 would change something in direct response to

their comments and I1 would try to clarify any actions ideas requirements or exercises that

seemed to be causing confusion

findings and discussion

looking at all the data collected I1 found generally three themes based on my

students reflections on their learning beliefs and experiences in this section these

insights will be explained and illustrated with examples of statements from the sources

mentioned above

correctness and grammar it seemed that students laid much stress on the

importance of being able to produce correct english both in speaking and writing for that

purpose many considered learning grammar and vocabulary as the only and best way

repeated voices were heard about their interest in learning about the language 1I came

because I1 want to improve my grammar and leamlearn more new words or for me

grammar study is the most interesting and helpful being adult learners of a second

language the fear of making mistakes also strengthened their belief in grammar learning

as the right recipe they usually attributed their mistakes to lack of grammatical
knowledge and their incompetence in joining in english conversations to their limited
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vocabulary one learner complained my problem is speaking I1 am afraid of making

mistakes I1 always think in spanish I1 need practice in grammar another declared

what I1 need most is grammar I1 like it because I1 always make the same mistakes and I1

want to know why

while most learners expressed their need for grammar instruction their views varied
on correction of mistakes some sincerely and earnestly urged others to correct their

mistakes 1I like to have my every mistake pointed out and corrected this is very

important for me others would feel resentful if their mistakes were corrected all the

time 1I hate to be interrupted by others because this makes me more nervous or to
be honest I1 hate to see red marks of correction on my writing thesemesenese divergent opinions

could probably be traced to their different past learning experiences particularly the

influence of their past teachers As one cambodian learner said in retrospect my first

english teacher always started her lessons with a grammar exercise usually error

correction she always made sure we wrote correctly I1 think its the right way of
teaching but an ecuadorian student told a different story my former english teacher

never corrected me in the open he always encouraged us to speak as much as possible

and not care about mistakes I1 feel I1 learned a lot in that program and thats why im not
abraldafraid of talking in english now

hard work and lots of practiceofpracdce thisibis second theme emphasizes the students belief
in the need of deliberate and conscious effort on the part of themselves as learners

although they varied on what the result of this conscious effort would be there is a note

of intensity in their belief not present in the preceding theme eg 1I feel very motivated
to keep trying I1 have to try hard and push myself because thats the only way to success
1I keep telling myself that I1 should practice more I1 didnt watch english TV a lot

before but now I1 try very hard to watch it everyday I1 think I1 can understand better if I1 try

hard like this 1I know the key is hard work and lots of attention I1 always listen very

carefully to others talking in english sometimes I1 ask questions if I1 dont understand I1

also try hard to speak to my husband and kids in english

evidence of achievement most learners viewed this as one important reason for
their continued effort in learning many expressed their care and interest to see evidence

of their learning such as better understanding and increasing use of english eg 1I felt
most excited last monday because I1 found I1 understood better than my first semester here
I1 got everything right I1 realize im learning now I1 can answer phone calls in english
before my son helped me also I1 can finish my homework myself and can talk more this
makes me happy and I1 want to come more to emphasize her progress felicida added
in my job they are proud of me I1 am the only spanish person working in the office my

manager told me that he now understands my english but two years ago he couldnt for
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some students loss of fear also demonstrated their progress ive learned a lot in this

class and the most important thing for me is I1 have lost the SCARE ive thrown it into

the garbage or before I1 felt afraid to speak to another person now I1 ve lost that fear

and im trying to do the best things

along with their language development change of attitude and improved

motivation were also seen as evidence of progress robert for example who showed such

strong resistance to the magazine project at first finally completed more projects than the

others he even volunteered to attend two extra magazine tutoring programs for which he

chose to take special trips to the learning center just to read more magazine articles

during one taped class reflection period robert talked about his experience this class

is very good I1 learned a lot before I1 didnt like reading magazines there are too many

new words you told us to try and you showed us how so I1 tried everyday at first just
some sentences not the whole story gradually I1 found myself understanding more so I1

feel very happy and ready to go on

with the above ideas and standards in mind students seemed to have their diverse

criteria as to what was helpful or not helpful in the classroom those who believed that

correctness and grammar should be the focus of instruction judged an activity by whether
or not it involved some error correction or grammar learning thus boris said 1I like the

learner biography project because it helped me learnleam new words and grammar from a
dictionary and from my classmates I1 rewrote it three times and im happy about my

learning however those who viewed hard work and practice as the best way to achieve

success stressed the opportunity to use the language that a learning activity could offer

they favored those involving practice of all skills some activities are more helpful than

others because students can practice more skills in them some characteristics of a good

activity are that they offer us lots of chances to read and write listen and speak they
also liked activities that were not too easy but manageable the magazine project for

example said francisco

learners who considered personal factors important to learning were found to have
their affective criteria they noted the relevance of what they were learning they also

commented on the qualities of a good teacher and classroom environment jennifer for
example found the book report project more helpful than others because 1I like reading

and I1 have to read to my kids sometimes but I1 dont always understand what im reading
now my classmates read the same book and we talk and I1 understand more the
groupworkgroupwork was also viewed as helpful because my classmates were very supportive and

we helped each other all the time she even had very explicit ideas of a good teacher
my opinion of a good teacher is not to let students get afraid she should always listen
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to students and explain clearly she should love her students and have interest in

improving her teaching too

conclusion

generally speaking my data seems to have provided substantial answers to my

question of how my students experience their learningteaming and how they perceive my teaching

this knowledge has greatly influenced not only my philosophy of teaching but also my

teaching style and my methodology the data have confirmed my belief that students

come into the classroom with their own experiences expectations and beliefs they not
only have rather fixed ideas about what activities are most suitable for them but also how

the teacher should go about teaching these ideas have a great effect on their learningteaming

strategies as well as on their learningteaming outcomes as is reported by the findings of a number

of research studies see for example nunan 1987 1988 wenden 1987 As far as this

classroom inquiry project is concerned some of the implications on my practice as a

teacher are

1 A good curriculum should come out of the negotiation between the teacher and the

students it should not be under teachers control alone rather it should be the product

out of the cooperative effort of both similarly what is done in the class should bear a
clear connection to the needs and interests of the students however as brookfield 1994

put it negotiation does not mean giving up our aims and convictions as teachers and

educators sometimes we still need to challenge our students learningteaming desires by giving
them a little push it should not be too hard a push but just enough to make them see the

long term benefits of whatever we want them to do and the reality that most significant

adult learningteaming involves both joyful and painful elements

2 an effective teacher should first of all be willing to make efforts to understand the

students the more we know about our students the easier our teaching will be in
addition to a good curriculum many other daily practices are important such as the

teachers consistency between words and actions responsiveness to students concerns
and the model he or she provides as a caring person and a human who sometimes makes

mistakes above all what makes things work is the trust built between the teacher and
students which can never be there without our understanding effort

finally this research experience has strengthened my own conviction that after all we
teachers are also learners in addition to learningteaming about new approaches and techniques
we should leamlearn about our students and ourselves too and to a large extent the latter
teaminglearning is more important than the former
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appendix A

classroom experience questionnaire

1 what was the moment in class todaythistoday this week when you were most engaged or

interested in what was happening
2 what was the moment in class todaythistoday this week when you were most bored or

disconnected from what was happening
3 what action that anyone in the room teacher or student took did you find most
helpful or sulMsupportiveortive

4 what action that anyone in the room teacher or student took did you find Dmost

puzzling or confusing
5 what su&pnsurprisedasedused you most about the classes todaythistoday this week
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